Cut-to-length heat shrink tubing now available from IEWC

IEWC is pleased to announce its newest service: custom cut-to-length heat shrink tubing.

In this tight labor market, every man-hour counts. Free up your workforce and get better quality cuts with cut-to-length tubing from IEWC! We’re investing in state-of-the-art machinery to make clean, accurate cuts allowing for:

- Reduced labor
- Better quality cuts
- Elimination of the waste associated with cutting
- You to maximize your inventory space

REQUEST A QUOTE

Industry Brief

Avoid Teflon Wire & Cable Supply Disruptions with IEWC

There continues to be volatility in the Teflon and Tefzel market. Currently, Teflon product suppliers are quoting lead times from 25-70 weeks. IEWC has taken proactive steps to ensure customers experience minimal impact on their operations.

Read more>

Sponsored Content

Reliable & Durable SGX Battery Cables

Need a reliable, durable battery cable under the hood of cars, trucks, buses, marine, agricultural, mining, or off-road vehicles? Prestolite Wire’s SAE J1127 SGX cable is the workhorse you’re looking for, with excellent heat, abrasion, and fluid resistance in the most extreme conditions.

SHOP NOW

Industry Resources

What Every Purchaser Needs to Know About Sourcing Wire & Cable

Our new, comprehensive white paper is a handy reference that explains the anatomy of wire and cable, the types of compounds used to make wire and how they affect performance, and how to ensure that the cable you order is really what you need.

Read now>

Watch the Recording: Wire & Cable 102 for Purchasing & Sales Pros

For purchasing, sales, and marketing folks new to the industry, this recorded webinar provides foundational information about various electric cable conductors, insulation, and how to ensure your customers get the right product. Watch it now>

IEWC Updates

Specialized Prices Available to Registered IEWC.com Users

Did you know that registered users of IEWC.com have access to specialized pricing and useful, online account management tools?

Register now>

IEWC Partners with Coroplast to Expand Electric Vehicle Cable Offering

IEWC will be the first distributor to stock single- and multi-conductor, shielded and unshielded versions of Coroplast high voltage (HV) products in North America. Read more>

IEWC People on the MOVE

Meet some of the new faces at IEWC, like Daniel Perisic, a new IEWC Territory Manager.

Read more>